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Stress Relief in Metal Anodes: Mechanisms and
Applications

Jianan Gu, Yu Shi, Zhiguo Du,* Meicheng Li,* and Shubin Yang*

Metal anodes (lithium/sodium/zinc) are recognized as the most promising
choice for rechargeable batteries due to their high theoretical capacity and low
electrochemical redox potential. Unfortunately, metal anodes face serious
metal dendrite problems, hindering their practical applications. Recent
research has shown that metal dendrites can also be caused by high levels of
stress generated during the metal deposition process. To address this issue,
an alternative strategy based on stress relief is proposed to inhibit the growth
of metal dendrites. Herein, this work aims to investigate the mechanism of
stress generation and evolution within metal anodes. In addition, this work
explores the utilization of stress to induce metal nucleation. This work further
discuss the various experimental techniques used to study stress release in
metal dendrites and review recent research findings on stress relief in metal
dendrites within metal anodes. Specifically, this work examines how
microstructure and processing conditions affect stress release and discuss
potential strategies for improving the efficiency of stress relief strategies in
metal dendrites. As a result, a deeper understanding of stress release in metal
dendrites can lead to the development of rechargeable batteries with superior
performance, longer cycle life, as well as enhanced safety for practical
applications in various fields.

1. Introduction

Rechargeable batteries with metal anodes (lithium, sodium, and
zinc), are considered as the most promising candidates for the fu-
ture electric vehicle, large-scale electric grids, and energy storage
devices.[1–6] Metal anodes not only possess high theoretical capac-
ity but also have relatively low electrochemical potential.[7–13] For
instance, metallic Li anode has a high theoretical capacity up to
3860 mAh g−1 and a low electrochemical potential of −3.04 V
(versus standard hydrogen electrode).[14–20] However, during
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repeated charge–discharge process,
metal anodes are prone to generate
metal dendrites on their surface of
electrode.[21–27] Metal dendrites tend to
grow during the plating process and
can penetrate the separator, causing
short circuits within the battery. Be-
sides, metal dendrites can cause active
material loss from the anode, reduc-
ing the overall capacity of the battery.
Additionally, the growth and dissolu-
tion of dendrites during cycling can
lead to cycling instability, resulting in
capacity fade and reduced cycle life.[28–32]

To address the metal dendrite is-
sue, researchers direct their attention
to the process of dendrite generation.
This process mainly involves the nu-
cleation and growth stages, as delin-
eated by the Sand’s time model.[23,33,34]

Thus, various strategies based on this
have been adopted, including 3D host
structure,[35–45] artificial solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) film,[46–54] and con-
trolled nucleation.[55–64] For instance,
conductive materials like copper (Cu)

or nickel have been utilized to create a sponge-like structure as a
3D host to restrain the growth of metal dendrite.[65,66] The 3D
porous structure efficiently redistributes the electric field and
decreases the current density as well as provides a large sur-
face area for metal deposition, reducing the nucleation over-
potential and suppressing dendrite growth. Additionally, both
organic and inorganic materials have been used to create ar-
tificial SEI films that build a protective sheath on the elec-
trode’s surface and inhibit the growth of dendrite.[67] Organic
materials like polyethylene oxide,[68] poly(acrylic acid),[69–71] and
poly(vinylidene fluoride)[72] provide a flexible and conformal coat-
ing, while inorganic-based SEI films like lithium phosphate,[73]

lithium borate,[74,75] or lithium fluoride[72,76–78] provide better me-
chanical and chemical stability. Controlled nucleation strategy is
a highly effective strategy for preventing the formation of den-
drite at initial stage during metal deposition process. For in-
stance, Prof. Cui and his co-workers have developed a unique
nanocapsule structure for Li deposition that incorporates hollow
carbon spheres with nanoparticle seeds inside.[79] When used for
Li deposition substrate, they found that lithium metal primar-
ily grew inside the hollow carbon spheres and resulted in uni-
form Li plating on the surface of electrode. This method effec-
tively eliminates dendrite formation and enables the anode to
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of metallic dendrite generation caused by continuous dendrite generation and accumulation.

exhibit improved cycling performance, even when exposed to cor-
rosive alkyl carbonate electrolytes. Moreover, the as-resulted Li
anode maintains a high Coulombic efficiency (CE) for over 300
cycles, demonstrating the effectiveness by using this innovative
approach.[79] Although the above three strategies have effectively
suppressed the metal dendrites at a certain point, these strategies
ignored the critical influence of the stress generated in the metal
plating process (Figure 1).

Stress is a ubiquitous phenomenon in the realm of thin
film deposition, also including the metal electrochemical
deposition.[80] The impact of stress on the functionality, depend-
ability, and robustness of material components cannot be over-
stated, particularly in the behavior, characteristics, and properties
of thin films, where it can result in a range of issues, including
cracking, peeling, buckling, and blistering. Recent studies show
that metal dendrites can originate from the stress generated at the
surface of electrodes during metal deposition process.[81–83] As
a result, an alternative methodology by releasing stress strategy
has been adopted to eliminate the formation of metal dendrite,
increasing the CE as well as cyclic stability of metal anodes.[84,85]

Stress relief in metal dendrites is a critical aspect to be considered
in improving the property as well as safety of batteries with metal
anodes. Although the mechanism of stress generation and accu-
mulation in metal dendrites has been extensively studied,[86–92]

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of main strategies for solving metal den-
drite issues.

understanding the factors that influence stress relief in metal
dendrites, such as microstructure and processing conditions, is
crucial for developing effective strategies to mitigate the forma-
tion of metal dendrite (Figure 2).

Herein, we aim to explore the mechanism of stress generation
and evolution during the metal deposition process. Besides, the
utilization of stress to induce metal nucleation in metal anodes
was further discussed. Besides, we discuss the various experi-
mental techniques used to study stress release in metal dendrites
and review recent research findings on stress relief in metal den-
drites of metal anodes such as Li and Zn. Specifically, we exam-
ine how microstructure and processing conditions affect stress
relief strategy and discuss potential strategies for improving the
efficiency of stress relief strategy in metal dendrites. Ultimately, a
deeper understanding of stress relief in metal dendrites can lead
to the creation of rechargeable batteries with improved proper-
ties, longer cycle life, as well as enhanced safety for practical ap-
plications in various fields (Figure 3).

2. Stress Generation and Evolution Mechanism in
Metal Deposition Process

2.1. Stress Generation and Evolution in Metal Deposition Film

The stress in metal deposition is influenced by several kinetic
processes, such as deposition, diffusion, and microstructure evo-
lution. Deposition process, including nonenergetic processes
like evaporation or electrodeposition, can result in atoms with
low kinetic energy.[93,94] As for the nonenergetic processes, the
stress-thickness relationship of a deposition film depends on var-
ious factors, including material type, atomic mobility, tempera-
ture, as well as growth rate. Stress behavior can be categorized
as type I and type II.[95] In deposition films with Type I stress
behavior, the tensile stress remains constant or even increases
with increasing film thickness, but the stress does not relax when
growth is interrupted. Conversely, in Type II stress, the film ex-
hibits a transition from tensile to compressive stress with increas-
ing thickness and relaxation upon interruption of growth. Grain
size also affects stress evolution, and stress may relax during film
growth interruption.[96,97] Recent developments in rate-equation-
based models have significantly enhanced our understanding of
how stress is related to temperature, growth rate, and microstruc-
ture evolution. The measurement of stress can help identify the
underlying kinetic processes that govern its behavior. Addition-
ally, the onset of island coalescence with the increase of tensile
stress suggests that the formation of grain boundaries may have
an impact. Hoffman proposed a mechanism that took into ac-
count the energy required to create grain boundaries between is-
lands and elastic deformation of the islands.[98] The maximum
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Figure 3. Timeline of the development of stress generation in thin films and stress relief strategy using in metallic anodes.

tensile stress, can be determined by the formula: 𝜎T = 2(
Mf ▵𝛾

L
)

1
2

(Mf : the film’s biaxial modulus, ▵𝛾 : the change in interfacial en-
ergy, and L: the grain size). If the interfacial energy decreases
more than the increase in strain energy, neighboring islands will
coalesce and form new grain boundaries.

Regarding the energetic processes, such as magnetron sput-
tering for the growth of metal deposition film, energetic particle
bombardment strongly influences stress, affecting both surface
and subsurface processes.[99] For instance, low-mobility materi-
als that exhibit tensile stress under non-energetic deposition con-
ditions undergo a shift to compressive stress under energetic par-
ticles deposition. The change in stress is particularly noticeable
in sputter deposition, where a broad energy distribution is gener-
ated due to the energetic particles striking the surface of the thin
films, resulting in elastic deformation.

2.2. Stress Generation and Evolution in Metal Dendrite

For more than 50 years, researchers have been studying the
growth of whiskers on the surface of tin (Sn), which are thin fila-
mentous protrusions that can cause significant loss and safety is-
sues in commercial electronics (Figure 4a,b). While the addition
of plumbum (Pb) can prevent the formation of Sn whisker, the
shift toward Pb-free manufacturing has renewed interest in un-
derstanding the complex multilayer microstructure underlying
whisker growth. In particular, Prof. Chason and his co-workers
have investigated the factors that drive the growth of Sn whiskers,
including their direction, grain structure, and the formation of in-

termetallic compound (IMC).[81] They have also explored how the
stress distribution in a Sn film changes after the growth of IMC,
and how Sn whisker growth can relieve stress in the surround-
ing region. The FIB (focused ion beam) cross-sectional image in
Figure 4c proved that the intricate multilayer microstructure of a
Sn layer, featuring a whisker that has grown nearly parallel to the
surface and displaying multiple grain orientations. At the base of
the Sn whisker, a large grain extends through the entire film.[81]

In contrast, the surface feature depicted in Figure 4d, possesses
a low aspect ratio and spans different grains in the layer. This
indicates that the formation of hillock, rather than whisker, oc-
curs when grain boundaries are highly mobile. This could be at-
tributed to the fact that impurity segregation to grain boundaries
affects the morphology.[100]

To demonstrate the influence of grain boundary diffusion
on stress evolution, elements of the model were conducted
(Figure 4e,f). The model assumes a honeycomb grain structure
with vertical boundaries and hemispherical particle expansion
at the Sn-Cu interface. These simulations reveal that fast grain
boundary diffusion reduces stress gradients and promotes a uni-
form stress distribution throughout the Sn layer. Conversely,
stress is confined to the IMC (intermetallic compound) particle
region in the absence of grain boundary diffusion. The simula-
tions aim to comprehend how IMC growth results in stress gen-
eration in the absence of whisker formation to alleviate stress.
Additional simulations indicate that Sn whisker formation can
alleviate stress in the surrounding area and promote atom dif-
fusion toward the whisker base. The growth of Sn whiskers
and hillocks is dependent on the underlying grain structure,
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Figure 4. a) Image of whisker growing from card cage on space shuttle. b) Whisker growing across accelerator pedal position sensor from Toyota
Camry. c) FIB cross-section of a whisker growing from a columnar-microstructured Sn layer electrodeposited over a fine-grain Cu layer. d) Cross-section
of a hillock growing from a “‘bright”’ Sn layer that has been electrodeposited over Cu. e) Finite element analysis of stress distribution in Sn layer
due to growth of IMC particles at interface. f) Same simulation as in part (e) but with the relaxation process of grain boundary diffusion turned off.
g–j) Schematic process of the growth of a hillock, showing the alternate processes of vertical growth and grain growth, creating “wedding cake” mor-
phology. Reproduced with permission.[81]Copyright 2013, Elsevier Ltd.

particularly the presence of “weak” grains that deform at lower
stress levels than the surrounding regions. These grains are likely
located at the boundaries between grains that have a horizontal
component. The stress gradient created by the lower stress in
the weak grain drives diffusion of mobile Sn atoms to the base
of whisker/hillock, resulting in its outward growth. The rate of
whisker/hillock growth is determined by the balance between the
rate of IMC growth and the relaxation caused by plasticity and
atom diffusion. Whiskers typically grow in a long, vertical form,
while hillocks can exhibit a “wedding-cake” morphology due to
sequences of vertical as well as lateral growth (Figure 4g–j).

With the fast development of characterization techniques, in
situ AFM-ETEM (atomic force microscope cantilever in an envi-
ronmental transmission electron microscope) has been adopted
to investigate the metallic Li nucleation and growth processes
with stress evolution. By using in situ AFM-ETEM technique
(Figure 5a–c), Prof. Wang and his co-workers observed the Li nu-
cleation and growth processes (Figure 5d,e) and demonstrated
that Li growth morphology was highly impacted by ionic con-
ductivity and mechanical stress, offering profound comprehend-
ing for Li nucleation and growth mechanism.[101] When em-
ployed mechanical stress onto Li whiskers via AFM cantilever,
they found that different behaviors exhibited, including mechan-
ical yielding, buckling, kinking, or cessation of growth (Figure 5f–
n). Furthermore, a chart (Figure 5o) was presented that summa-
rized the interplay between different interaction scenarios on a
conventional chart that mapped the growth force against whisker
length. This suggests that the stress thresholds for mechanical
yielding and buckling correspond to the situation of Li metal with
a single crystal structure, whereas the critical stress for kinking
and halting deposition at the interface could substantially vary

depending on the resistances of the testing circuit or the im-
perfections at the interface between the whisker and electrolyte.
Besides, Prof. Huang also conducted growth observations and
stress measurements of individual Li whiskers by utilizing in
situ AFM-ETEM technique.[102] The Li growth can be divided into
three stages, spheroid Li nucleation, Li growth in length, and Li
collapse (Figure 6a–d). During this process, they discovered that
the growth stress of Li whisker could reach up to 130 MPa un-
der an applied voltage. The researchers also performed exper-
iments involving the compression of a single lithium whisker
(Figure 6e). In this process, an AFM tip was used to push the com-
pressed whisker upward until an inclined shear band formed,
indicating the occurrence of plastic yielding. The collapse of the
lithium whisker was triggered by further compression.[102]

Furthermore, Prof. Sheldon and his co-workers conducted pre-
cise in situ measurement to detect the stress evolution in the
Li deposition process.[103] By collecting data from films of vary-
ing thickness, they were able to differentiate between Li plating-
induced stress and SEI films. The measurements conducted un-
der different testing conditions showed that the stress was ini-
tially induced by the multiphase SEI forming on the surface of
anodes (Figure 7a–d).[103] Additionally, they presented an analyt-
ical model that demonstrated how the stress on the surface layer
significantly affected morphology evolution (Figure 7e,f). Over-
all, the results of this study indicated significant stress within the
SEI films.

3. Stress Relief Strategy in Metal Anodes

Stress relief strategy has been put forward to solve the metal den-
drite problem, which arises at the surface of electrode during
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Figure 5. a) Schematic of the experimental set-up for Li deposition in AFM. b) Schematic of Li whisker growth under the AFM cantilever. c) TEM images,
showing the in situ solid cell in the ETEM. d) Sequential TEM snapshots of Li particle nucleation. e) Whisker growth process. f–h) Sequential TEM
snapshots, showing buckling of a Li whisker. i–k) Sequential TEM snapshots showing cessation of axial growth of the Li whisker. l–n) Sequential TEM
snapshots showing kinking of the whisker. o) Critical stress versus whisker length curves for mechanical yielding (pink), buckling (blue), kinking or the
stopping of axial growth (cyan). Reproduced with permission.[101] Copyright 2019, Nature Publishing Group.

metal deposition with the continuous stress accumulation. By re-
leasing the stress induced by plating during the metal deposition
process, it is possible to eliminate the formation of metal den-
drites and obtain homogeneous metal deposition.

3.1. Soft Substrate Strategy

Recently, to study the effect of plating-induced stress on Li growth
morphology, Prof. Jiang and his co-workers first designed ex-
periments to plate lithium on soft Cu-polydimethylsiloxane (Cu-
PDMS) substrate and directly observed the stress generation phe-
nomenon (Figure 8a–f). Then, they fabricated a soft 3D host and
applied for lithium anodes, achieving high CE and superior cyclic
stability. The rate of dendrite growth is determined by the expres-
sion of v = DLiVLi𝜎/RTr (v: growth rate of dendrite, DLi: diffu-
sion coefficient of Li+, VLi: molar volume of Li, 𝜎: compressive
stress, and r: dendrite radius) (Figure 8g–j), which is largely in-
fluenced by the diffusion of Li ions. When paired with a LiFePO4
cathode, the full cell demonstrated exceptional cyclic perfor-
mance, achieving high CE more than 99.5% (Figure 8k–m).
This research highlights the importance of controlling plating-

induced stress for Li dendrite suppression and improving bat-
tery performance.[84] Moreover, Prof. Luo and his co-workers
raised a stress adaptable interface by utilizing the superelastic-
ity of PDMS substrate for Li metal anode.[104] In the repeated
plating-stripping processes, the substantial stress produced at the
interface between the metal anode and solid electrolyte could
be effectively alleviated by the strain of soft PDMS substrate.
(Figure 9a,b). Therefore, compact interface between Li and solid
electrolyte as well as an ultralong cycle life up to 5000 cycles can
be obtained (Figure 9c–h). This study provides a feasible route
for stabilizing the interface between lithium anode and solid
electrolyte in the repeated charge–discharge processes, paving
an alternative for dendrite-free anode used in all-solid state
batteries.[104]

Besides, in order to attain Li storage that is highly re-
versible, Prof. Huang and his co-workers utilized a current
collector made up of silver (Ag) nanowires coated melamine
sponge (MS@AgNWs).[105] The current collector, which included
lithophilic nanoseeds, and a stress-releasing soft substrate, was
able to promote uniform Li deposition (Figure 10a–g). The re-
sulting MS@AgNWs-Li anode demonstrated high CE of 99.1%
more than 300th cycle and low voltage polarization of 10 mV. The
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Figure 6. In situ AFM–ETEM imaging of Li whisker growth and concurrent measurement of the maximum stress in Li whiskers under applied voltages.
a) A Li ball with size of 568 nm nucleated underneath the AFM tip without CNT (261 s) and then necked down to form a whisker (282 s, 310 s, 365 s).
b) Plot of the maximum stress 𝜎m versus equivalent diameter for Li whiskers with different growth directions. c) TEM images of a whisker grown at an
applied potential of −6 V (445 s), ceasing a prolonged growth time (482 s). d) Critical compressive stress (when the growth of a Li whisker stops) versus
applied voltage for eight Li whiskers tested. e) In situ compression testing of as-grown Li whiskers. Reproduced with permission.[102] Copyright 2020,
Nature Publishing Group.

anode also exhibited good cycle properties as well as excellent rate
performance (Figure 10h,i). They proposed that the large scale
production of this Li-based composite anode could be readily ac-
complished, creating opportunities for the development of flexi-
ble, practical lithium metal-based batteries.

Stress relief mechanism can not only function in metallic
Li anode but also availably solve the Zn dendrite problems in
aqueous Zn-ion batteries. Recently, Prof. Gu and Prof. Yang
put forward a Zn-enriched liquid metal anode by a facile metal
molten method. [85] When used as Zn anode, Zn-enriched liq-
uid metal could availably release the huge stress during constant
Zn plating processes (Figure 11a–c). In addition, the presence
of a deformable liquid metal can significantly reduce the nucle-
ation energy barrier of Zn to 0 V. Therefore, stress relief func-
tional Zn anode exhibited a good electrochemical performance

such as long cycle life upto 1200 h and excellent rate proper-
ties (Figure 11d–i), highly promoting the fast development of
aqueous Zn ion batteries.[85] They systematically revealed the Zn
nucleation and growth mechanism during the repeated stress
generation and relief processes. In the Zn plating process, two
types of metallic Zn deposition behaviors occurred simultane-
ously, namely, the uniform Zn plating (vuniform plating) and Zn den-
drite (vdendrite) generation. To obtain a dendrite-free Zn plating an-
ode, the formation rate of uniform Zn plating should be faster
than that of dendrite generation (vuniform plating > vdendrite).[85] In
the Zn-enriched liquid metal anode, the plating induced stress
can be entirely released by the surface wrinkling, which makes
it close to zero stress. This indicates that the formation rate of
uniform Zn plating is much faster than that of Zn dendrite
generation.[85]
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Figure 7. a) SEM image of Li film created via electrochemical deposition. Before cycling, ≈31 μm of Li was plated onto the Au current collector.
b) Curvature versus time curves during initial Li film deposition. c) Steady-state stress during the latter part of the plating step in (b). d) Schematic
of SEI on Li during plating. e) Schematics of SEI states on Li metal. f) SEI failure map based on analytical models of wrinkling and delamination.
Reproduced with permission.[103] Copyright 2019, Elsevier Ltd.
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Figure 8. Cu film wrinkling during Li plating and dendrite mitigation by using soft substrate. a) Schematic of thin Cu film wrinkles on PDMS substrate,
showing the compressive stress generated during Li plating. b) Schematic of Li electroplating process, during which compressive stress is initially
generated, and then be released by soft substrate, and finally mitigates Li dendrite growth. c) Schematic of Li electroplating process, where the Li-
plating-induced compressive stress cannot be relaxed on hard Cu foil. d) The initial flat states of the 200, 400, and 800 nm thick Cu thin-film current
collectors. e) The formation of 1D wrinkles after a short period of Li plating on 200, 400, and 800 nm thick Cu current collectors. f) 2D wrinkles with
approximately the same wavelength as 1D wrinkles after 1 h Li plating for all three Cu current collectors. g–h) Schematic of the stress-driven Li dendrite
growth mechanism. i) Sectional image of a Li filament grown from a surface grain in a calculated filament growth rate. j) Plots of predicted Li filament
growth rate vfilament as a function of grain opening angle 𝜃 for compressive residual stress 𝜎 = 100 MPa (black squares) and 2.3 Mpa (blue diamonds).
k) Fabrication procedures for 3D Cu/PDMS substrate. l) Comparison of the hysteresis of Li plating-stripping for Cu foil, 3D Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS
substrate under a current density of 1 mA cm−2. m) Cycling performance of a full cell with Cu foil, 3D Cu foam and 3D Cu@PDMS substrate under a
current density of 1 mA cm−2 using LiFePO4 as the cathode. Reproduced with permission.[84] Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group.

In comparison to Zn foil, Zn powder anodes offer greater
versatility, but their rough surface increases the risk of corro-
sion and dendrite growth. Based on this, Prof. Zhang have de-
veloped a semi-liquid Zn anode (SLA) using a thickening agent
(Figure 12a).[106] The rheological properties of the SLA effectively
relieve stress induced by Zn plating, while the dual-conductive
medium allows for uniform ion flux and plating/stripping
throughout the anode. This SLA anode demonstrates good elec-
trochemical behaviors and a long lifespan in a symmetric cell un-
der high current densities and capacities (Figure 12b–h). In this
study, a novel method utilizing electrode rheology is proposed to
improve the stability of powder anodes, which can be applied to
large-scale manufacturing processes.

3.2. Stress Relief Functioned 3D Host Strategy

Based on the above dendrite mitigation mechanism under huge
stress, stress relief strategy can also be applied with other strat-
egy such as 3D host, obtaining higher CE and better capacity
retention than those of traditional strategies. Prof. Li and his
co-workers proposed a strategy by combining stress relief with
3D host to horizontally release the stress generated in Li depo-
sition processes, obtaining flat and dendrite-free Li morphology
(Figure 13a–d).[107] A high CE more than 96% had been delivered
after being cycled for 490 times as well as a nearly 100% capacity
retention for full cells (Figure 13e–j). This research indicates a
deep understanding of stress relief strategy, which can pave the
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Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the stress self-adapted interface by using compressible PDMS/Li metal anode. a) Point-to-point contact between Li
metal electrode and rigid Garnet electrolyte. b) Face-to-face contact between PDMS/Li metal anode and Garnet electrolyte. Comparison of the interface
between c) Li and f) PDMS/Li anodes with the bare Garnet electrolytes. d,e) Li|Garnet interface and g,h) stress self-adapted PDMS/Li|Garnet interface
before and after cycling. Interface variation between i) PDMS/Li and j) Li anodes and LLZTO Garnet electrolytes after Li stripping. k) Nanoindentation
measurement of the hyperplastic PDMS substrate with the compression modulus of 8 MPa. l) Quantitative mathematic analysis of the contact ratio
between the anodes and LLZTO Garnet electrolyte when stripping at the current density of 0.2 mA cm−2. Reproduced with permission.[104] Copyright
2020, American Chemical Society.

way for the combination of stress relief strategy with 3D host.
Subsequently, Prof. Liu and his team utilized a network of car-
bon nanotubes (CNTs) that was integrated with a soft functional
polymer and PVDF, to create a coating layer on a Cu foil. This
layer effectively shielded the contact between the 3D CNT frame-
work and the electrolyte, while also releasing any internal stress
accumulation in the horizontal direction (Figure 14a–h).[108]

As a result, the Li anode-free electrode exhibited whisker-free
Li deposition and improved cycling performance. The uniform
current distribution induced by the CNTs and the stress miti-
gation caused by the soft substrate, along with a favorable SEI,
contributed to a stable cycle life of the Li anode-free electrode
(Figure 14i–j).

Furthermore, Prof. Zhao and his co-workers developed a pat-
terned micro-groove structure on zinc metal anodes that effec-
tively released plating-induced stress and inhibited Zn dendrite
formation (Figure 15a–f).[109] The as-resulted Zn anodes, coupled
with Nafion films, exhibited excellent electrochemical stability
with over 1200 h of stable cycling at 10 mA cm−2 (Figure 15g–
h). The stress relief strategy effectively inhibits Zn dendrite
growth, providing valuable insights into the development of high
performance aqueous Zn-ion batteries. Prof. Zhang also pro-

posed a 3D flexible Zn anode using Zn powders via a direct 3D
printing approach.[110] The resulting Zn anode showed good in-
herent mechanical flexibility and structural stability because of
the interaction of various components, resulting in a durable
and intertwined 3D structure (Figure 16a). Additionally, the 3D-
printed customized macro holes provided adequate buffer space
for stress relief to accommodate volume changes and maintain
structural integrity during plating-stripping process (Figure 16b–
i). The composite Zn anode obtained from this approach demon-
strated exceptional long-term stability, with a lifespan of exceed-
ing 330 h.[110] This study illustrates that 3D printing can be used
to create advanced 3D host anode with stress relief functionalities
for high-efficiency flexible Zn batteries, making them suitable for
various flexible energy storage applications.

As a result, the soft substrate strategy and the stress re-
lief functioned 3D host strategy are systematically discussed
above. These strategies offer potential solutions to mitigate metal
dendrite-related challenges. Among them, the soft substrate
strategy, which involves utilizing flexible and compliant sub-
strates, presents a more efficient approach for eliminating metal
dendrites. Soft substrates, due to their pliability, can accommo-
date the stress generated during metal deposition, effectively

Adv. Energy Mater. 2023, 13, 2302091 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2302091 (9 of 21)
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Figure 10. a) Schematic illustration of compressive stress released upon MS@AgNWs soft substrate during the Li-plating process. b) Surface SEM
image of MS@AgNWs before Li deposition, and c,d) after depositing 1 mAh cm−2 of Li at 0.5 mA cm−2. e) Surface SEM image of Cu@AgNWs before,
and f,g) after depositing 1 mAh cm−2 of Li at 0.5 mA cm−2. Galvanostatic cycling performance of MS@AgNWs-Li, Li foil and Cu–Li anodes in symmetric
cells at h) 1 mA cm−2 and i) 2 mA cm−2 for 1 mAh cm−2. Insets in (h) and (i) are the corresponding magnified charge–discharge voltage profiles under
different cycles. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

reducing the mechanical strain on the electrode surface. This
stress relief minimizes the likelihood of dendrite formation and
growth, promoting uniform metal deposition. Additionally, the
ability of soft substrate of conforming to the evolving shape of
the metal anode further hinders dendrite growth.

On the other hand, the stress relief functioned 3D host strat-
egy, involving the integration of 3D structures into the anode,
offers advantages like improved ion and electron transport. How-
ever, it might not inherently tackle the mechanical stress con-
tributing to dendrite formation, but rather limit stress and den-
drite growth. Metal dendrites can still generate within the 3D
structure due to the stress accumulation during the plating pro-
cess. In comparison, the soft substrate strategy has a more direct
and efficient impact on dendrite elimination by addressing the
stress issue at its source. It not only supports uniform metal de-
position but also enhances the overall stability and safety of the
anode. Therefore, considering the cruciality of mechanical aspect
to dendrite formation, the soft substrate strategy emerges as a
more potent solution in efficiently mitigating metal dendrite re-
lated challenges.

4. Stress Utilization in Metal Anodes

We previously discussed the negative impact of stress on metal
anodes. However, it is worth noting that stress can also have
a positive effect on certain physical or electrochemical proper-
ties of thin layers and nanostructures. Recently, Prof. Du and
Prof. Yang utilized the property of stress in high-entropy MX-
ene (HE-MXene) to induce uniform Li nucleation, effectively re-
ducing the Li nucleation barrier (Figure 17a–e).[111] In this study,
high-entropy MXene was first synthesized by the strategy of etch-
ing high-entropy MAX (Figure 17a), a groundbreaking method
for preparing both high-entropy MAX and MXene materials.

The high-entropy effect leads to huge lattice distortions in the
structure of MXene layers, generating high stress on the sur-
face of MXenes. This unique stress can guide homogeneous Li
nucleation, significantly reducing the Li nucleation overpoten-
tial and achieving uniform Li deposition. When utilized as Li
metal anodes, the high-entropy MXene exhibits ultralong cyclic
performance of up to 1200 h (Figure 17i) and good deep plating-
stripping properties (Figure 17j). Besides, the utilization of high-
entropy MXene with significant mechanical strains can also en-
hance the catalytic activity and conversion efficiency of polysul-
fides. When applied in lithium-sulfur batteries, it has demon-
strated a remarkable high-rate capability (702 mAh g−1 at 4C) and
excellent cycle stability (360 cycles).[112] These works pave the way
for fabricating more high-entropy MXenes with various compo-
nents, opening up new possibilities for the utilization of stress in
the energy storage applications.

5. Stress Detection Methods

For more than a century, scientists have been concerning about
the impact of stress on materials. This can be traced back to
Gore’s discovery that electrodeposition caused the bending of
plates due to differing cohesive tensions on their inner and outer
surfaces. Stoney subsequently established a correlation between
film stress and substrate bending, which could be determined
by measuring substrate curvature or deflection.[113] Subsequent
to that period, significant advancements have been made, with
notable progress occurring after the 1960s when physical vapor
deposition processes were conducted under high vacuum condi-
tions. As a result, various stress detection methods have been de-
vised, including wafer curvature, X-ray diffraction, and FIB-based
techniques (Figure 3).

Adv. Energy Mater. 2023, 13, 2302091 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2302091 (10 of 21)
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration of Zn plating mechanism on a) soft ZnGaIn//MXene metal and b) pure Zn foil. c) In situ optical microscopy visu-
alization of Zn plating on ZnGaIn//MXene anode at different plating stages. d) Cyclic properties and e) rate performance for symmetric cells with
ZnGaIn//MXene, ZnGaIn//Ti, and Zn foil anodes, respectively. Inset diagram in d) are the selected stripping−plating curves from 100 to 110 h and 500
to 510 h, respectively. f) CV curves of ZnGaIn//MXene-MnO2 and Zn-MnO2 full cells, respectively. g) Cyclic performance of ZnGaIn//MXene-MnO2,
ZnGaIn//Ti-MnO2, and Zn-MnO2 full cells at 0.2 A g−1. h) Rate capacities of ZnGaIn//MXene-MnO2, ZnGaIn//Ti-MnO2, and Zn-MnO2 full cells at var-
ious current densities from 0.2 to 6.4 A g−1. i) Cyclic performance of MnO2-based full cells coupled with ZnGaIn//MXene, ZnGaIn//Ti, and Zn anodes
at 3.2 A g−1. Reproduced with permission.[85] Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH.

5.1. Wafer Curvature

The wafer curvature technique plays a crucial role in measuring
stress levels in thin films. This method involves measuring the
curvature of the substrate, which is induced by stress in the thin
film. Due to its ability to accurately quantify stress levels in thin
films in real-time and without causing damage, the wafer curva-
ture technique has become a popular choice among researchers
and manufacturers.[114] By utilizing the well-established Stoney

equation,[115] 𝜅 = 6�̄�hf

Msh2
s
, it is possible to derive a correlation be-

tween the measured curvature (j) and the average stress in the
film (𝜎r). This equation takes into account various parameters,

including the thickness of the substrate (hs), the biaxial mod-
ulus (Ms), and the stress-thickness product (hf), which is mea-
sured in units of force per length. Therefore, various methods
have been developed for measuring wafer curvature, including
those that monitor the shape of cantilever via capacitance,[116]

microbalance,[117] or interferometry[118] and those monitor the
deflection of light beams reflected from the cantilever surface.
Other methods involve monitoring the deflection of light beams
reflected from the cantilever surface, such as monitoring a sin-
gle reflected beam or the spacing between multiple reflected
beams from the surface.[119] The use of a multiple-beam reflec-
tion method reduces susceptibility to sample vibration due to
the determination of curvature through the change in spacing

Adv. Energy Mater. 2023, 13, 2302091 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2302091 (11 of 21)
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Figure 12. a) Schematic illustrations of morphology evolution of SLA and Zn foil/Zn powder anodes. Cyclic performance of SLA, Zn foil, and Zn powder,
respectively, at b) 2 mA cm−2, 2 mAh cm−2 and c) 5 mA cm−2, 5 mAh cm−2. d) Rate performance of SLA, Zn foil, and Zn powder, respectively. e) SEM
images of SLA anode after cycling for 100 h. f) Performance comparison of SLA and other synthetic Zn anodes in terms of current densities, specific
capacities, and cumulative capacities. Reproduced with permission.[106] Copyright 2023, Wiley-VCH.
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Figure 13. a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of TLH electrode. b) Front SEM image of the TLH-300 electrode. c) Cross-sectional SEM
image of the TLH electrode. d) SEM image of the obtained lithiophilic hemisphere of TLH electrode. CE of e) and f) planar Cu electrode with packaging
pressure of 50 MPa, and TLH-300 electrode with packaging pressure of 30, 40, 50, and 60 MPa. g) CE of planar Cu electrode and TLH electrodes with
different diameters of the hemisphere under the same package pressure (50 MPa). h) Symmetrical cell test of planar Cu and TLH-300 electrodes at
1 mA cm−2 with Li capacity of 1 mAh cm−2. i) Cycling performance of the Li deposited planar Cu and TLH-300 electrodes matched with LFP cathode.
Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

between reflected beams. In addition, a multiple-beam optical
stress sensor (MOSS) is particularly useful for measurements
taken within situations where there is fluid flow or convection
that may affect the accuracy of measurements, such as during
electrochemical deposition.[120]

5.2. FIB-Based Methods

Advancements in focused ion beam (FIB) technology, combined
with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and digital image cor-
relation (DIC), have enabled submicron-scale measurement of

residual stress in materials.[121] The FIB-DIC method involves
incremental FIB milling, in situ SEM imaging, and full-field
strain analysis using DIC and finite element (FE) modeling. This
method has been established as the most effective for achieving
submicron spatial resolutions in analyzing residual stress in thin
nanostructured layers. Various milling relaxation geometries in-
cluding hole drilling, ring-core, as well as slitting have been pro-
posed. Among them, the ring-core geometry has gathered partic-
ular interest because of its high spatial resolution, and as it en-
ables full 2D stress mapping with high precision. The appropriate
selection of a milling geometry is crucial for obtaining a precise
and detailed analysis of residual stress profile with submicron

Adv. Energy Mater. 2023, 13, 2302091 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2302091 (13 of 21)
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Figure 14. Schematic diagrams showing the morphology of electrodeposited Li on bare a) Cu foil and b) CNT-5/1. c) Top view and d) cross-section view
SEM images of CNT-5/1. Surface current distribution and DMT modulus over e–g) Cu and f–h) CNT-5/1 by AFM characterization. i) Comparison of CE
of Li plating/stripping with capacity of 1 mAh cm−2. j) Comparison of voltage profiles of Li plating/stripping on bare Cu, CNT-0/1, and CNT-5/1 with a
capacity of 1 mAh cm−2 at 0.5 mA cm−2. Reproduced with permission.[108] Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society.

resolution, as well as the in-plane stress tensor, stress within in-
dividual grains with varying crystal orientation, and the material’s
Poisson’s ratio. However, it is essential to select the appropriate
geometry in line with the material properties and measurement
objectives. The FIB-DIC method has been validated against other
standard measurement techniques, including XRD and micro-
Raman methods, and has been found to provide comparable re-
sults with minor differences, which could be attributed to factors
such as the elastic modulus of the film, and probing volumes
of the techniques used. The FIB-DIC method has several advan-
tages, such as providing detailed information on the distribution
of residual stress both at the surface and in-depth of the sample.

5.3. X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction is used to determine residual stress and gradi-
ents in films.[122] The “sin2𝜓 method” is a commonly used ap-
proach to calculate residual stress from X-ray elastic strains. This
method employs X-ray elastic constants to determine mechan-
ical elastic constants for isotropic materials. Lattice spacing is
measured using a two-circle diffractometer, glancing angle scan,
or four-circle diffractometer. However, these methods only work
for thin films with a random grain orientation. If the material
exhibits crystallographic texture or stress gradients, more com-
plex analysis is required. Thus, one method utilized for analyz-
ing the nanoscale variation of residual stress and microstructure
in thin films is cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).[123] This technique involves taking a cross-sectional sam-
ple of the thin film and analyzing it using a TEM to obtain de-
tailed information about the microstructure and residual stress

distribution at the nanoscale level. The technique enables the
determination of grain orientations and their misorientations,
grain sizes, and the variation of residual stress with depth.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, the formation of metal dendrites during repeated
plating-stripping processes remains a significant challenge that
hinders the practical application of metal anodes (Li/Na/Zn) in
rechargeable batteries. The issues related to low Coulombic effi-
ciency, poor cycle life, and safety concerns associated with den-
drite formation can be addressed by adopting the stress relief
strategies. The stress generated during metal deposition is a ma-
jor contributor to dendrite formation, and stress relief strategies,
such as those discussed earlier, can eliminate metal dendrites and
enhance the properties and safety of metal anodes. Stress detec-
tion methods, including wafer curvature, FIB-based techniques,
and X-ray diffraction, are used to measure stress levels in the pro-
cess of metal deposition, and the stress behavior of films can be
classified into two types based on their stress-thickness relation-
ship.

We have explored stress generation and evolution mechanisms
in metal dendrites, with a focus on metallic Sn and Li met-
als, and highlighted the development of various anodes, includ-
ing metallic Li anodes, Zn-enriched liquid metal anodes, pat-
terned micro-groove structure Zn anodes, semi-liquid Zn an-
odes, 3D-printed flexible Zn anodes, and 3D porous carbon fiber
anodes. Besides, stress can also be utilized in high-entropy MX-
ene to induce Li nucleation during Li deposition process. Overall,
stress relief strategies have great potential to improve the electro-
chemical performance of metal anodes and create rechargeable
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Figure 15. Schematic illustrations of Zn-plating-induced stress and its effect on Zn plating/stripping behavior on a) PL-Zn and b) P-Zn. In situ optical
microscope observations of the backsides for c) PL-Zn/PDMS and d) P-Zn/PDMS. Ex situ SEM images of frontside for e) PL-Zn/PDMS and f) P-
Zn/PDMS. (g,h) Voltage profiles of N@PZn and bare Zn-based symmetric cells. i,j) Rate performances of N@PZn and bare Zn-based symmetric cells.
Reproduced with permission.[109] Copyright 2022, Elsevier Ltd.

batteries with improved properties and longer cycle life for prac-
tical applications. While stress relief strategies have shown great
promise in mitigating metal dendrite formation and improving
the properties of rechargeable batteries with metal anodes, there
are still several challenges that need to be addressed:

1) One of the main challenges is developing stress relief strate-
gies that are effective over the entire range of operating con-
ditions of the batteries, including high current densities,
high charging rates, and different temperatures. Additionally,
while stress relief strategies have been effective in laboratory-
scale experiments, their implementation in large-scale man-
ufacturing processes and practical battery systems remains a
challenge, particularly concerning aspects like compatibility
with existing battery technologies, scalability, and cost consid-
erations. As for the compatibility with existing battery tech-
nologies, integrating stress relief techniques into practical
battery systems requires compatibility with existing battery
designs, manufacturing processes, and materials. It may be
challenging to incorporate new stress relief strategies with-
out significantly altering the established battery architecture.
Besides, the stress relief techniques employed should also

be compatible with the electrolyte used in the battery sys-
tem. They should not adversely react with or degrade the elec-
trolyte, as it plays a critical role in ion transport and overall
battery performance. Besides, stress relief techniques should
be scalable to meet the production demands of large-scale bat-
tery manufacturing. Ensuring that the techniques can be ap-
plied consistently and cost-effectively across high-volume pro-
duction processes is essential. The implementation of stress
relief techniques should be economically viable, without sig-
nificantly increasing the production costs of the batteries.
It is important to balance the cost-effectiveness of the tech-
niques with their potential benefits in terms of improved per-
formance and safety.

2) Another area for future research is improving the understand-
ing of the mechanisms of stress generation and accumula-
tion in metal dendrites, particularly for emerging metal an-
odes such as Na and potassium (K). Besides, as for different
metal anodes such as Li, Na, and Zn, they have distinct prop-
erties and behavior during dendrite formation. Stress relief
techniques need to be evaluated and optimized for each spe-
cific metal anode to ensure effective dendrite inhibition. This
understanding of the mechanisms of stress generation and
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Figure 16. a) The schematic illustration of the preparation process of the 3DP-ZA anode. SEM images of Bulk-ZA anode after b) 10 cycles and c,d) 50
cycles. e) The illustration of the deposition process of Bulk-ZA anode. SEM images of 3DP-ZA anode after f) 10 cycles and f,g) 50 cycles. i) Schematic
illustration of the deposition process of 3DP-ZA anode. Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2022, Elsevier Ltd.
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Figure 17. a) Schematic illustration of the preparation of HE-MXene from HE-MAX (Ti1/5V1/5Zr1/5Nb1/5Ta1/5)2AlC via the F-containing etching approach.
b) XRD patterns of MXenes with Ti, V, Zr, Nb, and Ta species. c) SEM and d) HRTEM and inset in (d) the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT)
images of HE-MXene atomic layers. The inset in (c) shows the dispersion of HE-MXene layers. e) Atomic-resolution STEM image and enlarged view of
areas I and II of HE-MXene. f,g) Strain distribution of exx (f) and exy (g) for HE-MXene. h) Nucleation overpotential on the voltage profile of Li plating
on HE-MXene at 0.05 mA cm−2. i) Galvanostatic cycling performance of symmetric cells with HE-MXene–Li, TiNbTx–Li, Ti2CTx-Li, and bare Li at 1.0 mA
cm−2 and 1.0 mAh cm−2. j) Galvanostatic cycling of HE-MXene-Li at different deep stripping and plating capacities for 5, 10, and 20 mAh cm−2 at 1.0 mA
cm−2. Reproduced with permission.[111] Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.

accumulation in metal dendrites will enable the development
of more effective stress relief strategies tailored to specific
metals.

3) Last, there is a need for more research into the long-term
stability and safety of rechargeable batteries with metal an-

odes, particularly in high-stress environments. Stress relief
techniques should not compromise the long-term stability
and durability of the battery system. It is crucial to assess the
impact of stress relief strategies on the overall performance,
cycle life, and safety of the battery over extended periods of
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usage. This will require the development of new methods for
predicting and monitoring stress levels in batteries over their
lifetime.

Addressing these limitations and challenges is crucial for suc-
cessful implementation of stress relief techniques in practical
battery systems and future research. However, further research
is required to overcome the remaining challenges and enable
the widespread implementation of stress relief techniques. Im-
proved stress relief strategies, a better understanding of stress
generation and accumulation mechanisms, long-term stability
and safety studies will be essential in achieving this goal. We be-
lieve that the stress relief can be a general strategy to solve den-
drite issues in metal anodes (Li/Na/K and Zn).
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